

Introduction
The cabin interior of your aircraft is one of the first passenger impressions. A modern, clean and bright interior stimulates a feeling of well-being and adds to the overall comfort and satisfaction of your customers. Fokker Services offers several modifications to enhance the quality of the passenger cabin. One of these modifications is an innovative lightweight economy-class seating solution, to replace your existing seats. These seats will bring new levels of comfort, space, and the perception of a brand-new aircraft to your passengers. This seating concept is available for the Fokker fleet, and any other type of aircraft.

Your needs
These next-generation economy-class seats, supplied by the award-winning British manufacturer Acro, bring the cutting edge of aircraft seating technology to your existing aircraft. With a robust, modular, easy-clean structure, regular expensive maintenance operations are no longer required. The fuel burn reduction achieved by the lightweight nature of these seats is sufficient to produce net savings in as little as four years.

Acro seats are customizable in many ways to ensure compliance with the tone and style of your airline. Their passenger-friendly design and unparalleled levels of comfort instantly increase customer satisfaction. The revolutionary seatback design provides unrivalled legroom for a given seat pitch. The robust, modular, and easy-clean structure reduces to almost zero the time and expense of maintenance.

Your benefits
The benefits of the innovative Acro lightweight seats are as follows:

- Quantum improvements in passenger comfort, provided by the unique bucket seatback & mono-spar construction which maximises leg and shin space
- Minimal maintenance – modular, robust design, only 63 parts per triple
- Reductions in fuel needs with associated cost and environmental benefits due to the weight advantages – as low as 10kg per passenger place
- Infinitely customisable – seat cover material, style and colour, cup holders, recline facility, all modified to suit your needs
- Short lead time – Acro’s simple and scalable supply chain and manufacturing infrastructure allows for delivery of complete seats with upholstery, seat belts and life vest holders in 12 weeks or sooner.
Product description

Fokker Services can deliver the Acro lightweight seats in three types:

- **Superlight F**
  A fixed back seat, unashamedly simple, that clearly displays the key values of comfort, durability and maintainability, which are common to the Superlight range.

- **Superlight R**
  A reclining seat, stripped to its essence to deliver a supremely light and robust product with excellent legroom and comfort for hard working aircraft.

- **Superlight Ultra**
  An exceptional seat for the full service carrier, incorporating all of the maintenance and legroom features found in the Superlight range, whilst incorporating a further degree of luxury and sophistication.

All Acro seats are 16G FAR/CS certified, ETSO C127a, ETSO C39b, exceeding the latest fire, smoke and toxicity regulations, including ABD0031 and D6-51377. Certified from 28” pitch upwards.